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About This Game

Now includes original classic games The Bard’s Tale 1, 2 & 3!
You are the Bard, a selfish rogue weary of pointless sub-quests and rat-infested cellars. Through magical song you summon

characters to join your quest for coin and cleavage!
Prepare to immerse yourself in over 20-30 hours of adventure, featuring:

50 enemy types (not counting bosses!)

A vast world to explore with towns, wild forests, rivers, castles, towers, secret dungeons, snowy mountains, caverns,
haunted tombs and more

A full cast of bizarre NPC’s

Over a dozen special boss enemies to defeat

16 magical characters to discover and then summon at will to aid you

Over 150 unique items of weaponry, armor, instruments, tokens, artifacts and loot!

More Song & Dance numbers than any other game, including a zombie dance-off!
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Over 14 hours of outstanding voice-acting from top Hollywood talent, including Cary Elwes (The Princess Bride) as the
Bard, and the inimitable Tony Jay as the Narrator

Classics Games—includes original classic games The Bard’s Tale 1, 2 & 3.
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Title: The Bard's Tale
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
inXile Entertainment
Publisher:
inXile Entertainment
Release Date: 17 Jun, 2005
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English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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Well, this was shorter than expected.. This is a disappointing and formulaic rehash of its free predecessor. Only recommended if
you play the free one, like it, and want to play something substantially the same as it. Or if you want to fund the developer, who
I give credit for releasing a fun game for free.. The easy AI is to freaking hard, it sends all of it's best units right of the bat,
WITH NO TIME TO PREPARE! it starts building and attacking before i can start building a barracks! even if i rush it with
some robots, it still beats me, Maybe it's because i'm a little rusty, but still, plz nerf

If your reading this, i beg of you, forward this information to the devs, this NEEDS to be fixed, i cant even play without getting
my butt kicked, Other than that great game! 8\/10. This game is adorable and I love it.

Though somehow I lost a game (5 rounds of different modes) to 3 people who were afk after round 1
soooooooooooooooooooooooo
. I played and completed 9th dawn II. I was expecting this game to be similar or better. Its worse. Trying refund now.
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This is awful... I'm a music guy and the premise sounds cool. Your ship fires to the beat of the song, it's really interesting until
you realize what huge mess this is. The songs have so much downtime that it just comes to dodging the huge numers of enemies
since you weapon won't fire and when it does, you never know what gun will fire. You have your target on one enemy and your
weapon fires off in a completely different direction. You have no control over when or which weapon will fire. You have to
memorize it throughout every song. To get a better ship you have to pick up cash drops that are spawned randomly by killing the
enemies but you will mostly spend them on health, since there are a lot of undodgable situations here. So you upgraded your
health to get through and want to start the next level, "excited" to upgrade your weapons... Yeah... No... In every song/lvl you
have to start with a blank slate of a ship. You can't take your upgrades with you to the next level. The songs themselves aren't
bad but nothing to write home about. Just run of the mill edm music if you ask me.

So... Would I recommend DubWars? Not even if you get it for free. It's awful, it really is. Just get Beat Hazard. It's an older titel
but has awsome visuales, you can shoot yourself with a weapon of your own choosing, it also reacts to the beat of music and you
can even use your own songs. Just get that instead of this.. A quick and charming little puzzle game. It shouldn't take a huge
amount of time to beat, depending on how good you are at puzzles. The game doesn't have a lot of replay value, but it's a great
experience while it lasts. The music is nice, the story is the sort of mysterious, semi-metaphorical indie fair you see sometimes,
but done well, and keeps you intrigued enough as you progress. The art and gameplay is where this game shines, the puzzles are
fun, and are always adding some fresh new quirk or mechanic for you to figure out. The art is cute and captures a very fantastic,
whimsical little world of its own.

It's not too easy, puzzle-wise. Some levels had me stuck for a little while. The last level in particular required me to open paint
and reverse engineer the puzzle. But nothing here is going to take you hours and hours to beat so long as you stick with it and
experiment.

Well worth it as a purchase!. This is a fun little space shooter that focuses more on strategy and puzzle mechanics as opposed to
mindless clicking with the mouse. The Atari-esque graphics and sound effects are a nice touch, and the electronic background
music is quite soothing and complements the gameplay. If you can get a good deal on this -- which you can; the game normally
sells for $0.99 and it's possible to get coupons that knock it down further -- then I recommend giving this a try. It's good for
those moments where you might want to play something but don't want to devote a large block of time.. Bought the pack and did
not recieve anything. This game is so simple and yet so addictively fun it's unreal. Just load it up, either with a few mates or if
you're an anti social ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ like me then bots are good too, have a few beers and let the fun begin! I'd recommend
picking this little gem up. :)

A couple of thingsI'd like to see added are some more maps, a few more weapons and maybe female gladiators too.. I have
played alot of early access Vive games in the last few days. This is one of the best hands down. It includes multiplayer which is
awesome(although given the current market penetration of these devices, I've never seen more than a couple of people in a game
at a time). However, it is fast paced, realistic and fun. It is in the same vein as the Mount and Blade series if that were boiled
down to an arcade medieval combat sim. Must buy for those early adopters of the vive.. Pros:
The Steampunk theme works very well with the Hidden object genre.
Animation and voice acting are fine.
There is a Bonus level.

Cons:
Hidden object scenes are not very challenging and very straight forward (hardly any variations like having to combine things).
Minigames aren' t very challenging either (I usually have to skip at least 5 or so).
This game is over in a jiffy. I am a rather slow player finishing most of the Artifex Mundi games in 4 to 5 hours, this one took
me 3 hours for the main game and about 30 minutes for the bonus part. And I really took my time here, I even managed to get
all collectibles in the first run.
The senes each look very much the same.
The bonus level feels redundant.

Considering this is a relatively new HOG by Artifex Mundi it' s rather disappointing.
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